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About the programme: 

 The 3-day training was a Neuro-linguistic Programme which was beautifully 

combined with a mild hypnotherapy. 

 The programme focused on empowering the participants to attain a life balance – 

Physical, Mental, Intellectual, Social, Financial and Professional. 

Learnings: 

 The day one of the training was designed in such a way that each individual gets to 

analyse their own self and decide their positive and negative qualities, 

 Once the individual gets to know their position in each aspects of life, the we were 

taught what could be done to improvise the negative qualities and how to appreciate 

our own positive qualities. 

 An exercise was done to analyse the happiness index of the trainee in both adverse 

and favourable scenario. 

 There were some valuable sessions with practical exercises on how to appreciate self 

and others. 

 Each of us were asked to write down our achievements- personal, professional and 

Family. This was done so that we could appreciate ourselves andto make us aware 

that we do not give due recognition to our achievements. 

 FOPS card- an ideal time management tool which is basically a daily task managing 

to do list which categorises the events into 4 – family, office, personal and social. It 

also helps us to decide whether a task is important- urgent, important-not urgent and 

not important. This helps in prioritising the tasks to be done that day. 

 Values such as the attitude towards asking for forgiveness and forging other were 

taught in detail. Practical exercise was also done on the same which involved various 

advanced hypnotherapy techniques. 

 Various team building, and self-motivation techniques were taught. 

 Various exercises were done to handle fear, limiting beliefs and inhibitions. 

 Laughter therapy sessions were also included along with the morning workouts.  

 The key factor to achieve professional success and to influence other is leadership 

quality. The requirements of a good leader were explained to us in simple words. The 

tactics to attain situational leadership was also discussed. 

My Experience: 

 It was a very relaxing and energizing experience over the days.  

 Some of the activities done to analyse myself made me realize some of my inner 

strength and my weakness which I must work upon. 

 Usually the trainings are in such a way that the trainers lecture some instructions 

which you may follow in life.But this training was the extremely customized the it 



taught us exactly what should be done, how to do it and why it must be done in such a 

manner. 

 Unlike the other trainings it was based on strong knowledge base and hence very 

practical.  

 This training made me aware that my team mates from Kudumbashree will always 

stand out in a crowd as they are born leaders and hence I should also constantly 

improve myself to match up to them.  

 I was asked to write a poem and I did. I am not sure if it was good or not but when I 

received a printed book (compilation of all poetry by the participants) I was 

embarrassed at first but when I was appreciated for the same it felt good. I decided to 

find time to read some books. 

 We were as conduct a mock public meeting and our mistakes and suggestions during 

the speeches were pointed out by the mentors. Tips on public speaking and 

communications were also taught. 

 Fear concurring process went something like this: 

 

  
 

 
Suggestions: 

 All such trainings are mostly attended by consultants, kindly consider giving this 

opportunity to deputation as well as Kudumbashree staffs.  

 

 

Prepared by 

Surabhi. S 

Senior Software Engineer 

 

 

 


